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Desktop Assessors 
We have used the summer period to review the feedback 
from all our CASS stakeholders and have decided to make a 
number of changes to meet your needs. We have taken the 
decision to bring the Desktop Assessor team in-house at the 
BBA Head Office in Garston. The Team Leader position has 
been filled by Alice Buckeridge, who has worked in the 
Inspection Department at the BBA for two and a half years 
and will be reporting to Administration Manager Jorden 
Adams. Overseeing the training and competency of the 
Desktop Assessor Team on an ongoing basis will be Geoff 
Chambers, Head of Approval for Property Investigation.

eTech
Mindful of your needs, we are keen to avoid duplication of 
processes and are pleased to announce that we have 
engaged eTech as our solution provider. Approximately 75% of 
you are already using the eTech platform and we are 
confident that this will significantly reduce the volume of data 
re-keying. Current users of the eTech platform will be able to 
complete the CASS survey and capture associated evidence 
photographs as within the existing eTech App; non eTech users 
will be able to use a separate App, which will incur a £1 
supplement payable to eTech. Alternatively, should Assessors 
not wish to use the App, they will still be able to enter surveys 
directly on the CASS platform at no extra charge, subject to 
having connectivity. Additionally a downloadable survey form 
will be available to use on site for subsequent entry onto the 
CASS platform.

We are sure you will agree that this is a welcome development 
and we are delighted to partner with eTech in delivering CASS 
to the industry.

Technical Reference Group
In light of the recent changes, the BBA CASS Scheme 
Document is being updated and will be circulated to the 
Technical Reference Group at the next meeting on 19 October 

for comment. We shall also be discussing our plans for the 
eTech solution so that further feedback can be obtained and 
to ensure that the agreed processes can be implemented to 
the benefit of the industry and adopted as easily as possible.

Further Training & Guidance 
We shall provide further national training events when the 
eTech solution is ready to be launched as a ‘pilot’. We shall use 
these sessions to issue and explain the Scheme Document, 
provide a guidance booklet and offer training and support on 
the platform itself. The tour will commence in January 2017 as 
this will allow user-acceptance testing, trialling and the logging 
of queries and concerns which can be brought to the sessions.

Timescales 
None of these changes will affect our commencement date of 1 
April 2017 with operational testing commencing in January 2017.

Contact Details 
Should you need to speak with the BBA regarding CASS in the 
meantime, our contact details are as follows:

Geoff Chambers Head of Property 
Investigation

07741 266565

Alice Buckeridge CASS Desktop 
Team Leader

01923 665474

Jorden Adams Administration 
Manager

07500 780802

cass@bba.star.co.uk 


